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9px in css? Does this
equation possible using

these two values (1, 3)? A:
No, that expression is not

valid CSS. If you had 1px +
3px + 3px { color: red; }
then that would be fine.

There's no way to add 3px
to 1px, so it's invalid. Q:

Debugger sometimes stops
I use a 0.5 update release
of Xcode to debug my iOS
Application. The App starts
normally at the first time,

but after an app crash, The
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Debugger gets stuck and
even the iPhone becomes
unresponsive. If I force the

app to stop again, the
Debugger restarts and can

access all variables and
works normally after that.
Any ideas? A: Are you sure

you have set your
breakpoints correctly? I

tend to start debugging and
then set a breakpoint, and
then ask Xcode to stop the

app. If I start debugging
after a crash, I find that
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Xcode will say it stopped at
the "source not found" line

in the app, and the
breakpoint isn't caught.
However, if I leave the

application running for a
little while and then tap

around a little, it then says
it stopped at the

breakpoint, but now it takes
too long to catch the next

line. If you've got this
happening when you don't
expect it, it's worth a try to
verify the breakpoint is set
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correctly. Particularly in the
first couple of hours of

debugging. View Site map
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